ABSTRACT：A model based on Helmert transformation is presented in reduced-dynamic Precise Orbit Determination(POD). As an implementation, a reduced-dynamic POD approach was developed. The approach includes two steps: firstly, kinematic POD and then reduced-dynamic POD. Based on the approach, a set of programs were developed. POD of CHAMP and GRACE was then carried out. Kinematic and reduced-dynamic POD for CHAMP and GRACE satellite over 2 weeks time show that reduced-dynamic orbits of CHAMP have a mean 3D RMS of 0.26 m compared to PSO orbit of GFZ, and the mean 3D RMS of GRACE-A has the same value compared to GNV1B orbit of JPL. The 3D RMS is reduced by up to 40% compared to kinematic solutions.
INTRODUCTION
In last years, several gravity satellite missions like CHAMP(CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload, http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb1/op/champ/index_CHAMP.html) and GRACE(Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment, http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb1/op/grace/index_GRACE.html) were launched, a lot of scientific work of precise orbit determination has been carried out since then (Reigber et al(eds.),2003). To summarize, the POD method can be divided into dynamic method and kinematic method according to the theory and observations it used (D. Svehla, 2003 ; S. Zhu et al, 2004; Chen, 2007) . In the dynamic method, the orbit precision mainly depends on initial orbital elements and dynamic models in satellites' motion equation. Benefiting from efforts of the International Earth Rotation and Reference Service (IERS, http://www.iers.org/) and other communities, dynamic models improve significantly in recent years. In the kinematic method, main challenge is how to reduce influence of weak geometry and phase breaks. One of the kinematic POD methods developed by Beutler and Bock (G. H. Bock, 2003) implements the combination of kinematic POD and reduced-dynamic POD. In their method, the reduced-dynamic orbits are used as a priori orbits for the data pre-screening in kinematic POD, and the resulting kinematic orbits are used as pseudo-observations for reduced-dynamic POD. This procedure runs iteratively, the best orbits that can be achieved are the reduced-dynamic orbits (H. Bock, 2003) .
The model in their reduced-dynamic POD method is basically the same as what is used in the orbit fitting for GPS (G. Beutler, 1995) , i.e., the kinematic orbits are treated as "true" orbits (pseudo-observations). As a consequence, the errors of kinematic orbits will directly go into the reduced-dynamic orbits. The GPS orbits used in their kinematic POD are from IGS final combination, therefore the corresponding reference system of their kinematic orbits is consistent with the frame defined by the IGS final solution. But as we know that each POD software may differ in dynamic models and processing approaches, consequently the software difference results in the difference of the reference frame defined. Therefore directly treating kinematic orbits as pseudo-observations in reduced-dynamic POD may distort the reference frames.
To solve these problems, we suggest a reduced-dynamic model, which connects the dynamically integrated orbits and the kinematic orbits using Helmert transformation. Using this model, the errors of kinematic orbits can be partly absorbed and therefore the dependence of reduced-dynamic POD on kinematic orbits can be reduced. On the other hand, the system difference between kinematic orbits and reduced-dynamic orbits are properly modeled, in which the model is the same as what is used in the IGS final orbit combination (G. Beutler, 1995) . Based on this model, reduced-dynamic POD of CHAMP and GRACE satellites was carried out. Our results show that 3D RMS of residuals (compared with reference orbits) can be reduced up to 40% compared to kinematic solutions.
ORBIT INTEGRATION
According to dynamic POD theory, the satellites' motion equation and satellites' initial orbits at epoch 0 t can be written as,
Where, 
The solution of (2) can be expressed as,
Where,
is the orbit corrections at initial epoch 0 t . Substitute (3) into (2), we have the following equation,
Where, I is the unit matrix, 
From numeric integration we can get transition matrix as well as integrated orbits * x .
REDUCED-DYNAMIC POD BASED ON HELMERT TRANSFORMATION
Helmert transformation is mostly used to express differences between reference frames (C. Boucher, et al, 2004) . It considers the origin motions and frame rotations. It is also used by the International GNSS Service (IGS, http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/) community to analyze the systematic differences between Analysis Centers (ACs) and to combine products from different ACs to get the final IGS products (G. Beutler, 1995) . Considering the systematic differences, we can build up Helmert transformation between dynamic integrated orbits and kinematic orbits. At epoch i t it can be expressed as,
are dynamically integrated orbits expressed in Earth-fixed reference frame, which can be obtained using the following transformation (McCarthy and Petit (eds.),2004),
Where, ) , , (
are integrated orbits expressed in inertial reference frame,
are the matrices for precession-nutation, Earth rotation and pole wobble, respectively.
We can rewrite the model as,
Where, etc R is the residual matrix comparing equation (9) to equation (8) and,
Rewrite equation (10) as following,
Where, K T , , R represent Helmert transformation parameters (
The linearization of equation (11) dr are corrections of integrated orbits at current epoch.
Considering equation (3) and (4) 
Therefore the final parameters can be expressed as:
Design matrix is: 
DATA PROCESSING
To implement the reduced-dynamic method introduced above, a set of programs are developed. Data processing procedure contains the following two parts:
Kinematic orbit determination and, Reduced-dynamic orbit determination
The procedure runs in iterations. It starts with kinematic orbit determination. The basis algorithm in kinematic POD is the combination of the orbits calculated from code observations and the orbit differences based on phase-differences between consequent epochs (H. Bock, 2003). Afterwards, reduced-dynamic orbit determination is performed using the proposed model. The reduced-dynamic orbits can be later used in data pre-screening of kinematic POD during iterations. The final reduced-dynamic orbits are our best results. Applying this procedure, POD of CHAMP and GRACE was performed. Additionally, 9 empirical parameters (3 constant and 6 periodic terms) are set up in the inertial system for each revolution of the satellite's trajectory, which is similar with the empirical parameters described in (H. Bock, 2003). All together 144 empirical parameters are set up for this day. The performance of different parameter sets were studied first. Different sets of Helmert parameters are listed in table 2, where the first case (Ex.1) is the conventional orbit fitting (e.g. D. Svehla, 2003; H. Bock, 2003) . Figure 1 shows the RMS of the final reduced-dynamic orbits compared to GFZ PSO. Fig. 1 . RMS of orbit differences between CHAMP reduced-dynamic orbits and GFZ PSO, under different parameter settings
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The RMS of reduced-dynamic orbits in case 1, which is 0.33 m, is reduced compared to kinematic orbits. Using our new model, we obtain better orbits with the parameter settings from case 2 to case 8, where in case 2 and case 3 the orbit precision is the best. The RMS is almost the same in case 5 and case 7, also in case 6 and case 8, which means that the scale parameter may be not sensitive in our model when rotation parameters are set up. But scale parameter does contribute to our model, this can be clearly seen when we compare the results in case 1 to that in case 3 (where scale parameter is estimated).
The Helmert parameters estimated from different cases show that:
(1) the translation parameters have differences within 2 cm, (2) the scale parameter has small differences in different solutions (less than 0.5 ppb),which is due to the low correlation between scale parameter and other parameters, and (3) the rotation parameters are almost the same in case 5 and case 6 and also similar in case 7 and case 8. This may be due to the fact that the correlation of translation parameter and rotation parameters is low. Table 3 shows the estimated Helmert parameters in case 8. As can be seen that rotation and scale parameters are remarkable, which reflects the systematic differences between our kinematic orbits and reduced-dynamic orbits. Figure 2 shows the orbit differences between our final reduced-dynamic orbits and PSO in case 2. The differences are expressed in the satellite spacecraft system (RSW system). The differences show (especially in along track) periodicities. The RMS is 0.27 m, which is reduced by 29% compared to kinematic orbits. The RMS is (0.13, 0.18, 0.14) m in along track, cross track and radial direction, respectively. The mean of orbit differences is (-0.2, 0.4, -0.5) cm. Under the parameter setting case 2 (Ex.2) in table 2, reduced-dynamic POD for GRACE was carried out. Figure 3 shows the difference between reduced-dynamic orbits and GNV1B orbits. Except the periodicities, the orbit differences also show dithering effects. This may caused by the high rate accelerometer measurements (we use 1-Hz measurements). The RMS is 0.22 m, which is reduced by 44% compared to kinematic orbits. RMS is (0.11, 0.12, 0.14) m in along track, cross track and radial direction, respectively. The mean of orbit differences is (1.1, -1.2, -1.7) cm. The comparison for CHAMP during DoY 131-134 is not performed, because the GFZ PSOs are missing in these days.
As is shown in figure 4 and figure 5 , the mean 3D RMS of both CHAMP and GRACE orbits is 0.26 m.
CONCLUSIONS
As POD performed for CHAMP and GRACE shows, the proposed model reduces the errors of kinematic orbits in reduced-dynamic POD and removes the systematic difference between kinematic orbits and reduced-dynamic orbits. Therefore the orbit precision improves by around 30% -45%.
The investigation of different parameter settings of our model shows that the introduction of Helmert transformation parameters improves orbit precision, and orbits achieve the highest precision under the parameter setting with only transformation parameters being estimated.
Tests of our model also show that the estimated Helmert parameters have only small differences under different parameter settings.
The reduced-dynamic orbits derived from our research have obvious periodicities, which follows, in general, the revolution periods of the satellites. This may be due to the errors in accelerometer measurements, which are corrected only using the official calibration parameters in our research. Further step to add calibration parameters of accelerometer measurements in our approach needs to be investigated.
